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Energy Flow in a System

Most systems in the world exchange energy in may forms as they operate. To understand how things work we
often trace the flow of energy. The performance of a machine can be improved by working at improving each
step where energy is used. This Investigation traces the energy in a three step process using the car.

A Tracing the energy through the system

1. Set up the track with a hill and a level section.
2. Put a photogate in the center of the level section.
3. Use the photogate to measure the speed of the car before and after bouncing off the rubber band.
4. Drop the car from different heights to get several different speeds.
5. Measure the mass of the car. Do the experiment for several different masses.

Question for this Investigation:
How does the energy move through a series of transformations?

Materials
• car and track
• Physics stand

• 0 - 2.5 N force scale • Meter stick

Table 1: Energy data
Drop Height

(m)
Mass of car 

(kg)
Time before 
rubber band

(sec)

Speed 
before 

rubber band
(m/sec)

Time after 
rubber band

(sec)

Speed after 
rubber band

(m/sec)
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10BB Thinking about what you observed
  a. What three forms of energy are most important to the 

motion of the car this system?

  b. Calculate the total energy of the car in joules at three 
places:
(1) At the top of the hill before it is dropped,
(2) At the photogate heading into the rubber band for the 
first time,
(3) At the photogate after bouncing off the rubber band.

  c. Describe the three most important energy transformations 
that occur during the motion (other than friction).

  d. Draw an energy flow diagram showing how the energy is 
appears in each of the three main transformations. Label 
any energy that is lost as “friction”.

  e. What percentage of its initial energy does the car have after passing through the photogate for the 
second time? Assume the car has “lost” any energy spent overcoming friction.

  f. Where does the energy “lost” to friction go? Is the energy really destroyed?

C Improving the overall performance
  a. Suggest a modification you can make to the system that would leave the car with a higher percentage of 

energy after the second pass through the photogate.

  b. Explain why you believe your modification will result in higher energy efficiency.

  c. Write down a few sentences giving a procedure to test your modification.

D Testing your idea
  a. Design an experiment that will test your idea for improving overall energy efficiency. Write down a 

procedure for doing the experiment. Write down what data you expect to take and how the data will 
allow you to evaluate your idea.

  b. Set up and do the experiment you designed.

  c. Analyze the results from your experiment. Compare the percentage of energy the car has after the 
second pass through the photogate to what it was in the earlier experiments. Your answer must use data 
from your experiment.

  d. Give at least one reason why the efficiency is higher, lower, or about the same compared to what it was.
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